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ABSTRACT 
Let A = [ alj] be a positive semidefinite Hermitian (n + p) X (n + p) matrix 
partitioned into blocks A,,, A,,, A,,, and A,, such that A,, is n X n and A,, is 
p x p. Let A denote the (n + p - 1) X (n + p - 1) matrix obtained from A by 
deleting the first row and column of A. We prove that if A,, is of rank one, then 
wr( A) a ml1 pert 2)
with equality if and only if A,, is the zero matrix or A has a raw of zeros. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A well-known result of Marcus (see [I]) is that if A = [ai j] is in Xn, the 
n x n positive semidefinite Hermitian matrices, and 1~ i < n, then 
per(A) >, aiiper(A(ili)), (W 
where A(ili) denotes the matrix obtained from A by deleting the i th row 
and ith column. Equality results in (1.1) if and only if both sides reduce to 0 
or a i j = 0 for j # i. For simplicity sake we set i = 1. 
We would like to improve upon (1.1) by adding assumptions about the 
rank of some one of the k X k principal submatrices of A that contains the 
(1,l) element. In particular suppose the upper leftmost k x k principal 
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submatrix of A is of rank s, where 1~ s < k. What is the best possible 
inequality of the form 
per(A) a f(s, k)all per(A(lIl)), (1.2) 
where f is independent of A? In case s = 1 we show that 
Per(A) 2 kall per(A(111)) (1.3) 
with equality if and only if A has a row of zeros or a r j = 0 for j > 1. Note 
that (1.3) is a significant improvement over (1.1). If s = k, it is possible to 
demonstrate with examples that (1.1) is the best that can be done. At present 
the other possible values of s, 1 < s < k, are a complete mystery. 
The inequality (1.3) may be iterated to obtain further results. For suppose 
whereE,,isiXi, E,is(k-i)X(k-i),Gis(n-k)X(n-k),and 
El1 El2 
[ 1 E 52.2 21 
is of rank one. Repeated application of (1.3) gives 
per(A)>k(k-l).**(k_i+l)fia,per(A(l,2 ,..., ill,2 ,..., i)), 
j=l 
(1.4) 
where A(1,2,. . . , i]1,2,. . . , i) denotes the matrix obtained from A by deleting 
the first i rows and the first i columns. 
An extension of (1.1) was obtained by Lieb (see [2]), who showed that if 
41 %2 
B=B I3 [ I 21 22 
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is in X”, where B,, is k X k, then 
per(B) a per(%)p4Gd. 
A direct application of Lieb’s inequality to the A described above yields only 
per(A) > per(E,i)per(A(1,2 ,..., ill,2 ,..., i)) 
=i! fi ajjper(A(1,2 ,..., ill,2 ,..., i)), 
j=l 
(1.5) 
where we have used the fact that if C = [cij] is a rank one member of Zq, 
then 
per(C) = 9! iijl ‘ii’ 
We note that in the case at hand (1.4) drastically improves (1.5). 
2. PROOFS 
Our goal is to prove (1.3) and verify that the stated conditions are 
necessary and sufficient for equality. We begin by reducing the problem to a 
somewhat simpler one. If A = [aij] has a row of zeros, then (1.3) holds 
trivially, so we assume that A does not have a row of zeros. We partition 
A= f* ;, 
[ 1 (2.1) 
where E=A(k+l,k+2 ,..., n]k+l,k+2 ,..., n), and assume that E has 
rank one. Since A is a Gram matrix, there exist vectors xi, x2,. . . , x, in C” 
such that aij = (xi, xi), 1 <i, j < n, where ( , ) denotes the usual inner 
product on C”. Hence E is the Gram matrix generated by xi, xs,. . ., xk. 
Since E is of rank one, there exists a unit vector x and nonzero numbers 
ai’ a 2,‘“> (Ye such that xi=aix, l<i< k. Hence, Eij=aiZj. 1 <i, j< k. 
The permanent function is multilinear in rows and columns; hence we may 
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simplify the computation of per(A) by factoring cq, 1~ i < k, from the ith 
row, and Zi from the ith column of A, so 
(2.2) 
where Jk denotes the k X k matrix each of whose entries is 1, and Hi j = 
(“izj)-l(xi’ Xi) = (aizj)-‘( i 
k + 1 < j < n. Letting 
a x, xi) = ((uj)-‘(x, xi) for 1 < i < k and 
B= lk H 
[ 1 H* G' 
if we can prove (1.3) for B, then we will have 
per(B)>,kper iii 2 , [ 1 (2.3) 
where H, is obtained from H by deleting the first row. From (2.2) we will 
then have 
per(A) = ifIll~i12Per(B) 
k 
> k n /ail2 per Jk-l H, 
i=l [ 1 H: G' 
= ku,, pd A(lll)), 
since la,l’= urr. 
It is therefore sufficient to consider the case where 
A= lk H 
[ 1 H* G 
and H has k identical rows. Such matrices are the Gram matrices generated 
by vectors y,, y2,. .., y, where yr = y, = . . . = yk and lly,ll = 1. We let x 
denote xi, 1~ i G k, where x1, x2,.. ., x, have been chosen to generate A. 
We will now translate our problem into one involving norms of tensors. 
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If m is a positive integer, then we let T”(C’“) denote the vector space 
over C whose elements are the n-linear C-valued functions on Cm X Cm 
X . . . x C * (II copies). Since m will usually be clear from context, we will 
simply write 7’” instead of T”(Cm). By T, we mean (Cm)*, which we identify 
with C”’ via the conjugate linear map r -+ x*, where x*(y) = (y, x) for each 
y in C”‘. We extend the inner product ( , ) on C”’ to T, by choosing an 
orthonormal basis { e, } y_ i for Cm and defining 
(X,Y)= f f ... q~~X(eq,,eq*,...,eq,,) Y(eq,,eq,p...yeqn) 
4,=1qz=1 n 
for each X, Y E T,. If X E T, and Y E T,,, then X@Y, the tensor product of 
X and Y, is the member of T,,, defined by 
for wi, ws, . . . , w, +p in Cm. Given a permutation u E 9”, the symmetric 
group on {1,2 ,..., n), and XET,, we let X, denote the member of T, 
defined by Xo(wlr w2,. . . , w,) = X(wocljp w,(~), . . . , woe,,) for wl, w2,. . . , w, 
in C”‘. By S” we shall mean the vector space whose elements are the X E T,, 
such that X, = X for each a E y”. The orthogonal projection of Y E T,, into 
S” is 
and if X E T, and Y E T,, then the symmetric product of X and Y, denoted 
by X. Y, is the orthogonal projection of X OY into S” +“. 
If 0 < r < n, then T,: ,(C*) denotes the vector space of complex valued 
functions on Cm XC” X . . . X Cm (n copies) that are linear in the first n - r 
positions and conjugate linearin the last r positions. We may extend the inner 
product ( , ) to T,: , in the same way that we extended it to T,,. 
We define a map (sl: T, X T, + T”+pLp such that if X E T, and Y E T, then 
for w1,w2 ,..., w”+” in Cm. If 0 < r < min( n, p), then we let @r denote the 
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sesquihnear map from T,, X TP to Tn+p_2r:p_, such that if X E T,,, Y ET,, 
and w1,w2 ,..., w~_~, zl, z2 ,..., zp_r are in C” then 
(X@,Y)(u,,,w, ,..., W,~,,Z1J2>...JPJ 
= ( ( x Wl,W2 ,..., Wn_,),Y(zl,z2 ,... J,-r,) 
Here X(w,,w, ,..., w,_, ) denotes the member of T, such that if ur, u2,. . . , u, 
are in C” then 
X(w,,w, ,..., W”J(U1,U‘J ,..., “,)=x(w,,w, >... 9W”_,,U1,~2>...>~,). 
The main tool in our proof is an identity due to Neuberger (see [3]), 
which states that if X E S, and Y E S, then 
(2.4) 
where t = min( n, p). 
Now to continue the translation of our problem we wish to change 
notation slightly. Recall that we had an n X rt Gram matrix 
A= lk H 
I 1 H* G 
and vectors xi, x2,. . . , x, such that A = [(xi, xi)] and xi = x2 = . . . = xk = 
x. We wish to relabel k as n and n as n + p. It is well known that 
per(A) = (n + p)!llx:-x,*. . . . .x,*+J2. (2.5) 
Let B=x,*+i.~,*+a* **. .x,*+,,, and note that x:.x;. -.. .x,* is simply 
(X *)” E S,. With these definitions we have 
per(A) = (n + p)!II(~*)~.fl/[~ 
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and 
per(A(111)) = (n + p - l)!~~(r*)“~1~B~~2. 
The matrix inequality 
per(A) 2 ml1 per(A(ll1)) 
is therefore true if and only if 
(n+p)!ll(r*)“.B112-n(n+p-l)!llx*~1211(r*)”~’.B112aO. (2.6) 
The inequality (2.6) is true even if B is not decomposable, as we now show. 
THEOREM 1. Zff E (Cm)* ad B E S,, then 
(n + PW’~B~~~ - Wl1211f’-1~Bl12 2 0 (2.7) 
with equulity if and only if B( w) = 0 where f = w*. 
Proof. Let w be a member of C” such that w* = f. Let t denote 
min(n, p). For z,, z2 ,..., z,+,_~~ in C” we have 
(f” @i B)( zi> z27..., z”+p-zi) 
n-i 
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Hence, f” @, B = (w*)“~‘%B( w’), from which it follows that 
Ilf” 8, Bl12 = (I1412)“-‘ll~Wil12. 
Applying (2.4) with X = f” and Y = B, we have 
(2.8) 
in i p)llf”~Bllz= i (y j( T)/ltw*,“@i B112 
i=O 
= i ( y)( ~)(llwl12)n-illBwill? (2.9) 
i=O 
A second application of (2.4) with X = f”- ’ and Y = B and v = min( n - 1, p) 
gives 
i”~~;‘)llf-l.~III= i: (nr’)i~)ll(w*,n~l~i~l12 
i=O 
=i~o(n;lj(pjcllwll~)n-l-illBwilln (2.10) 
Combining (2.9) and (2.10), we see that if n < p then 
(n + P)!llf”.Bjl2- n(n + p - l)!llf~~2~~f”-‘~B~/2 
= fl!P!t$o( ;)( ~)~llwll~~n~ilI~w’ll~ 
- dp!llwl12q n ;‘)( ~)(llwl12)~-1-illBwil12 
i=O 
= n!p!y; [( ‘i”) - (n T’)]( ~)(lIW/12)n-illBwil12+ n!p!( ~)lltlw”l12 
= n!p! c :J:i;m ((IW112)“-ilpWi(12+ n!p! ; p?W”ll2> 0. ( 1 
(2.11) 
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If n > p then n - 1 > p, so 
(n + p)!llf”.B112 - n(n + p - l)!~~f(~2~~f”-‘~B~~2 
=nh4( 1_:)(T) ( J(w~12)“-illBwil12 >, 0, (2.12) 
as above. This completes the proof of the inequality. 
If Bw = 0, then clearly Bw’ = 0 for i 2 2 and the inequality reduces to 
equality because of (2.11) and (2.12). C onversely, if (2.7) is an equality, then 
1) BwlJ = 0 and so Bw = 0. n 
We are now in a position to finish off the proof of the following. 
THEOREM 2. lf A is in S,,, and A(n + 1,n + 2,. . . , n + 
pln+l,n+2,..., n+p) hasrankone, then 
per(A) a ml1 per(A(lll)) (2.13) 
with equality if and only if A has a row of zeros or 
A(n + l,n +2 ,..., n + pl1,2 ,..., n) is the zero matrix. 
Proof. As demonstrated earlier in proving the inequality, it is sufficient 
to consider the case where aij = 1 for 1 Q i, j < n and the first n rows of A 
are identical. But the truth of (2.13) is in this case implied by Theorem 1. 
Hence, the inequality is established. 
If A has a row of zeros, then both sides of (2.13) reduce to zero and it is 
easily seen that equality results if A(n+l,n+2,...,n+pl1,2,...,n) is the 
zero matrix. [See the comment following (1.5).] 
To establish the necessity of the stated conditions we will assume that A 
does not have a row of zeros and prove that equality in (2.13) implies that 
A(n+l,n+2 ,..., n+pl1,2 ,..., n) must be the zero matrix. As above, we let 
be members of C”+p generating A, and let x be a unit ;e~b,;‘,; $+ p 
for which there exist nonzero constants CX,, CX~, . . . , a, such 
that xi = cr,x, 1~ i < n. From (2.2) we must have 
per(A) = zfillai12per(B) = ~llper(A(lIl))T 
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where 
*= Jr3 H 
[ 1 H* G 
with H and G defined as before. But 
from which it follows that 
Letting y, = y,= a*- =y,=x and yj=ai’xj for j>n+1, we see that 
(2.13) implies 
bJ + P)!l)(r”)“.Y,=l.Y,=2. **. *Y,*+,)12 
=n(n+p -l)!llrl12))(x*)“-‘.Y,+,,Y,*,2. .** .Yi++,/12, 
which, by Theorem 1, can only happen if x is orthogonal to yj for each 
j>,n.Thisofcourseimpliesthat A(n+l,n+2 ,..., n+p11,2 ,..., n)isthe 
zero matrix. n 
3. EXAMPLES AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The author has conjectured (see [4]) that if A E 2, then 
per(J,@A) z (p!)“bdA)lp = [per(Jp)]nber(A)l ‘, (3.1) 
where Jp@A denotes the usual matrix tensor product. Using Theorem 2 we 
can obtain a lower bound for per(J,BA) that is in the spirit of (3.1). Since 
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per(J,@A) = per(A@l,) and rows 1 through p of A@./,, are identical, we 
have, by Theorem 2, 
per(A@l,) > palI per((A@l,)(lll)). 
But rows p + 1 through 2p of A@],, are also identical, so, by another 
application of Theorem 2, we have 
per(A@J,) 2 pz~lla,per((A~I,)(l,pll, P>). 
Continuing in this manner, we have 
per(l,@A) >, p” fi aiiper(J,_,@A) (3.2) 
i=l 
which may be iterated to obtain 
per(l,@A) 2 ( P!Jn( ,elaii) ‘. (3.3) 
Since II,?, luii < per(A), it is clear that (3.3) is weaker than (3.1). It would of 
course be easy to prove (3.1) if we could prove 
per(l,BA) > p”per(A)per(J,_,@A). (3.4) 
But (3.4) seems to be much more complicated than (3.2). 
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